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We prove a powerful abstract theorem on the uniqueness of strict 
solutions to nonlinear differential equations in Banach spaces. In addition, 
we examine how to apply it to parabolic and hyperbolic systems of non- 
linear partial differential equations which contain arbitrary nonlinearities in 
all spatial derivatives of the unknowns. 
This uniqueness theorem may be viewed as a generalization of the stan- 
dard uniqueness result for solutions to quasi-dissipative equations from 
nonlinear contractive semigroup theory. However, unlike that result, the 
present theorem may be applied to equations which are not quasi-dis- 
sipative in any weaker norm (such as the applications considered here). 
Our theorem may also be viewed as a nonlinear generalization of the 
abstract linear result [ 1, Proposition 3.51 that existence of strong solutions 
implies uniqueness of weak solutions. 
The uniqueness theorem assumes two local conditions: that the equation 
possesses a special kind of differentiability, and that the time-dependent 
linear equations obtained by differentiating the nonlinear equation along 
solution curves generate (not necessarily unique) weak evolution systems. 
The relevant concepts of weak linear evolution systems and cl-differen- 
tiability were introduced in [ 1, Sections 1, 51, where they were used to 
study the differentiability of flows for nonlinear equations. 
The theorem applies with nearly equal facility to Cauchy problems and 
mixed problems with constant boundary value data. To illustrate the 
techniques involved with both types of applications, we carry out our 
application to parabolic systems in detail for a mixed problem, and to 
hyperbolic systems in detail for the Cauchy problem. Following each 
application, the modifications needed to treat the other type of problem are 
discussed. 
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Existence as well as uniqueness of solutions to general nonlinear 
parabolic and hyperbolic systems was previously established in’ [3], but 
only for the Cauchy problem case, and under more restrictive differen- 
tiability assumptions on the initial data than required in the present article. 
In the mixed case, the techniques used in [3] lead to unsolvable problems; 
and as far as this author is aware, no previous uniqueness results have been 
obtained for mixed problems of this generality in the nonlinearities 
involved. 
We have elected to discuss mixed problems with Dirichlet boundary data 
in this article, but no significant modification is required to deal with more 
general elliptic boundary value data. 
Generalization to the time-dependent case is straightforward. Indeed, the 
original announcement [2] of the uniqueness theorem (without proof, and 
without the present applications) was for the time-dependent case. 
However, for most time-dependent applications this generality is not 
necessary. Differential equations in a Banach space X to which the time- 
dependent uniqueness theorem is applicable can often be regarded as time- 
independent equations in Xx R, and treated with the present version of the 
theorem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND THE GENERAL THEOREM 
Throughout this article, we assume that X, Y, Z are Banach spaces, and 
that Y is a linear subspace of X such that the inclusion of Y into X is con- 
tinuous and dense. We will always assume that W is an open subset of Y. 
L(X, Z) (resp. L( Y, Z)) will denote the space of continuous linear maps 
from X to Z (resp. from Y to Z) with the strong operator topology. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G: W + X be a continuous map (i.e., an unbounded 
vector field), and y,-,~ W. By a solution to the initial-value problem 
a(t) = G(u(t)), u(O) = yo, we will mean a curve 4-J E 
C”( [O, T], W)n C’([O, T], X) for some T>O such that u(O)=y, and 
C(t) = G(u(t)) for 0 < t < T (where the derivative of the curve is taken in the 
space X). We will also refer to u(. ) as an integral curve for G( .) with initial 
value y,. 
DEFINITION 2. Let A(*): [a, b] + L( Y, X) be strongly measurable and 
bounded. A weak evolution system for A( * ) is a bounded family 
{ U(t, s): a < s < t < b > of continuous linear operators in L(X, X**) such 
that: 
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(1) U(t,t)=Id,foreach t~[a,6], 
(2) U(t, a): [a, t] -+ L(X, A’**) is continuous for each TV (a, b], 
(3) For each y E Y, U( t, . )(v) is absolutely continuous, and 
(a/&) U(t, s)(y) = - U(t, S) A(s)(y) for almost every s. 
Remark 1. (i) Weak evolution systems are not unique, not even in 
the time-independent case. For example, if A is the generator of a strongly 
continuous linear semigroup {f?: t >O}on X such that YcD(A), then 
(am e (t--s)Ay = -e(f-“‘AAy for each ye Y. Thus, if X= H,( [ - 1, 11, R), 
Y = H,,,( [ - 1, 11, R), and A = a*/&*, then A generates at least two weak 
evolution systems [ 1, Example 1.91: U,(t, s) = e(‘-S)A1 and U,(t, s) = 
e(r-s)Az, where A, is the one-dimensional Laplacian on [ - 1, l] with 
Neumann boundary data and A2 is the one-dimensional Laplacian on 
[ - 1, 1 ] with Dirichlet boundary data. 
(ii) If there exists a proper evolution system U(., .) for A( a) (i.e., an 
evolution system in the conventional sense, [ 1, Definition 1.51) which 
restricts to a strongly continuous evolution system on Y, then U( ., * ) is the 
only weak evolution system for A( 9) [ 1, Theorem 1.81. 
DEFINITION 3. Let f: W + Z, p E W. We say that f has a Guteuux 
derioutiue at p if there exists 1 E L( Y, Z) such that, for each YE Y, 
lim t-+0 t-’ Ilf(p+ty)-f(p)-tl(y)jJ.=O. We call 1 the Gateaux 
derivative off at p, and denote it by Df(p). 
DEFINITION 4. Let f: W + Z. We say that f is uniformly a-differentiable 
on W iff has a Gateaux derivative at each point of W, Df( . ): W + L( Y, Z) 
is strongly continuous, and there exists k > 0 such that 
Ilf(~)-f(u)-~f(u)(~-u)llz~k Ilo--Ix for each u, u E W. 
We say that f(a) is locally uniformly a-differentiable on W if, for each 
p E W, there exists a neighborhood W,, with p E W, c W, such that f 1 wp is 
uniformly a-differentiable on W, . 
LEMMA 1. Assume that W is convex, f is C*, and that there exists c b C 
such that IlD*f(y)(u, w)(J&c I\u((~ llwllxfor each YE W, u, WE Y. Then f i: 
locally uniformly a-diferentiable, and is untformly a-differentiable on boun 
ded sets. 
Proof Immediate from Taylor’s Integral Theorem. 1 
THEOREM 1 (Uniqueness Theorem). Let G( * ): W + X be a locall] 
uniformly a-differentiable uector field, y, E W, y(. ): [0, T] + W an integra 
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curve for G(’ ) with initial value y,. Assume that {DG(y(t)): t E [0, T]} 
generates a weak evolution system { U( t, s): 0 < s 6 t 6 T} on X. Then y is the 
only integral curve for G( .) on [0, T] with initial value y,. 
Proof: Let C( * ): [0, T] + W be any integral curve for G( .) with initial 
value y,. Then obviously a(O) = y(O). To see that Q = y, it suffices to show 
the following: if rE [0, T) and o(r)=Y(r), then there exists 6 >O such that 
a(t)=y(t) for t-5 [r, r+o]. 
So assume that o(r) = y(r). Since G(.) is locally uniformly cl-differen- 
tiable, there exists E > 0, k 2 0, such that IIG(z) - G(y) - DG( y)(z - y)lj X d 
k jlz-yllx for llz-Y(r)ljYde, I/y-y(r)JI.dE. Since 0 and y are both con- 
tinuous, there exists 6 > 0 such that Ilo - r(r)11 y < E and Ily(t) - y(r)/ Y6 E 
for tE [r, r+o]. 
Thus, for r<s<t<r+o, 
a(t) -Y(t) = a(t) -y(t) - U(t, r)(o(r) - y(r)) 
= s rf ; (Vt, s)(e) - Y(S)) ds 
’ = 
I 
Vt, s)(cf(s) - Y’(S) - My(s - Y(S))) ds 
r 
5 
’ = Wt, s)(G(ds)) - G(Y(s)) - WY(S))(+) - Y(S))) 4 
, 
which implies that /o(t)-y(t)ll,QK~f Ila(s)-Y(s)llxds for tE [r, r+6], 
where K= k II UI( m,X,X**. By Gronwall’s inequality, a(t) - y(t) = 0 for 
tE [r, r+o]. I 
The remainder of this section is devoted to additional preliminaries 
needed for the applications in the next section. We first discuss some con- 
ditions which imply that time-dependent families of unbounded linear 
operators generate weak evolution systems, and then examine conditions 
under which smooth nonlinear partial differential operators induce smooth 
a-differentiable maps between Sobolev function spaces. 
DEFINITION 5. Let A: [a, b] + L( Y, X). We will call A( .) an X-stable 
map if each A(t) has an extension to the generator A*(t) of a strongly con- 
tinuous linear semigroup on X such that there exist MB 1 and j? E R with 
Ile s,A*(t”)es”-lA*(t.-l). .  eslA*(rl) Ilx,xdMe p(sl+ “’ +s”) 
for each finite sequence a < t, 6 t, 6 . . . d tn d b and each finite sequence 
s1 ,..., s, of nonnegative numbers. The pair (M, j?) will be called stability 
constants for A. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Assume that A(. ): [a, b] + (Y, X) is strongly meusur- 
able, bounded, and X-stable. Then A( * ) generates at least one weak evolution 
system on [a, b]. 
ProoJ: Special case of Cl, Theorem 3.31. 1 
DEFINITION 6. Let C be a metric space, p( ., .) the metric on C, and 
h: C-r L( Y, X). We will call h a metrically X-stable map if each h(u) has an 
extension to the generator h*(u) of a strongly continuous linear semigroup 
on X such that there exist constants A4 > 1, j? E R, and c 9 0, with 
JJesnh*(v.)es”-Ih*(U.-l). . . eslh*(ul) II x,x 
< Mesh + “’ +s”)+cM~l.u2)+ “’ P(~,-I.u.)) 
for each pair of finite sequences o1 ,..., II,, E C and s1 ,..., s, > 0. The triple 
(M, /3, c) will be called stability constants for h. 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a metric space, h: C + L( Y, X) a metrically X-stable 
map with stability constants (M, /?, c), and o: [a, b] + C a curve of bounded 
variation. Then h 0 o: [a, b] -+ L( Y, X) is X-stable with stability constants 
We c(s*‘(0)), fi), where T(o) is the total variation of (r. 
Proof Let a < t, < . * . < t, < b, and s1 ,..., s, 3 0. Then 
lie +h*(eh)) . . . eslh*(~uly) x,x 
< Mesh + “’ +sn)+c(p(a(tl).a(l2))+ ..’ +p(a(t,-l),o(l.))) 
< MeCY(b)eS(SI + .” + S”) . I 
LEMMA 3. Let Xi and Yi be Banach spaces with Yj c Xi, i= 1,2, C a 
metric space, h: C+ L( Y,, X,) a metrically X,-stable map. Let 
g: C+ L(X,, X,) be uniformly Lipschitz from C to L(X,, X,) with the 
uniform operator topology, such that g(v) is an isomorphism for each v E C, 
and g( . ) and g- ‘( ’ ) are both bounded on C. Assume in addition that 
g(u)(Yz) = Yl f or each v E C. Then g-‘(v) h(v) g(v) has an extension to the 
generator of a strongly continuous linear semigroup on X2 for each v E C, and 
the mupfiC+L(Y,,X2) defined by f(.)=g-l(.)h(.)g(.) is a metrically 
X,-stable map. 
Proof That each f (v) has an extension to a semigroup generator in X, 
follows from [S, Proposition 2.41. The rest of the proof is a straightforward 
modification of the proof of [S, Proposition 4.43, following an application 
of [S, Proposition 3.31 to reduce the proof to a calculation involving 
semigroup generator resolvents. fl 
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Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product ( ., * ), and let P be the 
subset of L(H, H) consisting of those operators B such that 
(Bx, x> 2 E(X, x> f or some e)O, with the metric which P inherits from 
L(H, H) with the uniform operator topology. Note that P is open in 
L(H, H) with this operator topology. For each B c P, we define the norm 
II . II N(E) by II42,~,~= (Bv, u). If B is symmetric, note that (B., . ) is an 
inner product. We will denote H, reequipped with the norm N(B), by 
H N(B)’ 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a real Hilbert space with inner product (* ), C a 
metric space, A: C + L( Y, X). Let B: C -+ P be locally Lipschitz, and denote 
the associated map into the norms on X by N( . ). Assume that, for each v E C, 
A(v) has an extension to the generator of a strongly continuous linear 
semigroup of type (1, p) on XN(“). Then A: C + L( Y, X) is locally metrically 
X-stable. 
Proof: Let u E C. Since this is a local result, it suffices to replace C with 
a neighborhood V of u such that there exists k > 0 with k-’ I~xI[~(~, < 
llxli <k lbll N(v) for all x E X, UE I’, and to assume that there exists c 20 
such that IlB(w)- B(u)11 <cp(o, w) for all u, WE V, where p(., .) is the 
metric on C. 
If u, WE v, OfXEX, 
llxll I = 1 + IlxlI NW; llxll N(u) 
IIXII N(u) x N(u) 
< 1 + I Ilx’I “;;‘; l’x” Nd (llxll N(w) + llxll N(v)) 
x N(o) 
<l+k’ I(B(w) x, x> - (B(u) x, x>l 
llxl12 
6 1+ k* IIB(w) - B(u)ll 
< 1 + k*c(p(v, w)) < ek2c(p(u, “‘)). 
Now, assume that u, ,..., U,E I’, and that A*(u,) is an extension of A(vi) to 
the generator of a semigroup of type (1, /I) on XNcv,, for each i. Then, it 
follows immediately from [S, Proposition 3.41 that, for si 2 0, 
Ile ~“~*(~.)es.-IA*(vn~l). . eslA*(vl) II N(u.),N(u.) 
<eB(sl + “’ +Sn) +*k2c(p(“~,“2)+ .  p(t&,,u,)) 
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This implies that 
Ile 
s”A*(v”)es-lA*(v,-l). . . eslA*(ul) 
II x,x 
< kZeB(Sl + ..’ +s.)+2k2c(P(u,,v2)+ “. +P(u,-l.u”)) 
3 
which implies that A: V-, L( Y, X) is metrically X-stable with stability con- 
stants (k2, j?, 2k2c). 1 
LEMMA 5. Let A: C --+ L( Y, X) be metrically X-stable, B: C + L(X, X) 
bounded. If (M, /?, ) c are stability constants for A(. ), K a bound for 
IIB(9llx,m then A( .) + B( .) is metrically X-stable with stability constants 
Of, B + MK, cl. 
Proof. This is simply a rephrased version of [S, Proposition 3.53. The 
proofs of the two versions are identical. 1 
We will also make use of the criterion established by Tanabe [9] and 
Sobolevskii [7] for a time-dependent family of generators of analytic linear 
semigroups to generate an evolution system, which we state for the sake of 
completeness. If 1 E L( Y, X), then we use the same symbol to denote the 
natural extension of 1 to a linear map between the complexifications of Y 
and X. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A: [a, b] + L( Y, X) be uniformly Holder continuous 
with exponent 6 E (0, 11. Assume that there exist real constants M, OE R, 
E > 0, such that, for each complex i with I Arg(i, - o)l < n/2 + E and each 
tE [a, b], il is in the resoluent set of A(t) and II(n-A(t))-‘/,,< 
M )I - 01~‘. Then A( *) generates a unique evolution system on [a, b]. 
We next turn our attention to Sobolev spaces, and to establishing criteria 
for the a-differentiability of nonlinear partial differential operators. Let 
p E: (1, cc ), and let k be a nonnegative integer. Recall that Lp,(R”, R) denotes 
the Banach space of Lp functions on R” whose ith-order distributional 
derivatives are in Lp for i < k. L;(R”, R) is defined for general t E R via 
Bessel potentials. For t > n/p, t - n/p # N, L$‘(R”, R) c C’-“‘j’(R”, R), the 
inclusion is continuous, and L$‘(R”, R) is a Banach algebra. JIu/J I will denote 
the norm of u in L$‘(R”, R). Recall the basic interpolation inequality: for 
each r < s < t, there is a constant C= C(r, s, t) such that, for each 
~EL+‘(R”, R), IlullS<C Ilull: IJuJJ~-&, where E=(s-r)/(t-r). 
Let A4 be a compact region in R” with smooth boundary. Then L$(M, R) 
is defined for nonnegative integers k in the same way as L;(R”, R). The 
space L$‘(M, R) is defined for general nonnegative t by complex inter- 
polation. The embedding and multiplication theorems and interpolation 
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inequalities that hold for Sobolev spaces of functions on R” are also valid 
for the corresponding Sobolev spaces on M. 
If f: M x R” + Rq is a C” map, and t > n/p, then there is an induced 
C” map F from LIp(M, R”) to Lf(M, Rq) defined by F(u) =fo u for 
each UEL;(M, R”). Furthermore, if we define the C” map 
8” M x R” -P L’(R”, Rq) for each r E N by letting Srf be the rth partial 
derivative of f with respect to the second variable, then 
D’F(u)(u) = ((S’f) 0 U)(V) for each u E LT(M, R”), v E (L;(M, R”))‘. Finally, 
F and each of its derivatives are bounded maps when restricted to bounded 
subsets of Lf(M, R”). 
The results in the preceding paragraph about induced mappings between 
function spaces hold if we replace M with R” (i.e., f: R” x R” -+ Rq). 
However, because of the noncompactness of R”, it is necessary to restrict 
attention to those C” mapsf which behave sufficiently well with respect o 
the R”-valued coordinate. A class of smooth maps which possess 
appropriate asymptotic behavior with respect to the R”-valued coordinate 
is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 7. Let f( ., ): R” x R” + Cm Rq. We will say that f( ., . ) is a 
type Yp map iff( ., 0) E LP(R”, Rq) and if, for each i > 0, 
(1) D;f(., 0): R” + L’(R”, Rq) is an element of LP(R”, L’(R”, Rq)), 
where @f( ., .) denotes the ith partial derivative off( ., .) with respect to 
the first variable. 
(2) Dy(R” x B) is a bounded subset of L’(R” x R”, Rq) for each 
bounded subset B of R”. 
If p = 2, we will omit the superscript and simply refer to f( ., .) as a type 
Y map. 
It is often the case that nonlinear differential operators induce a-differen- 
tiable maps between appropriate Sobolev spaces. We will need two results 
of this type. Let & =m(~~=, (n+j- ‘)). For A4 open in R” and 
u:M-,@Rm, letj,u:M+@ R* denote the k-jet extension of U. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let M be either a compact region in R” with smooth 
boundary, or all of R”. Assume that f: M x R* + Rq is C”, and if ME Rn 
assume in addition that f is YP. For t > n/p + k, define F: 
Lf(M, R”) + LT_,(M, Rq) by F(u)(x) =f(x, j,u(x)) for each XE R”. Then: 
(i) for t>n/p+2k, F is C”, and locally uniformly a-differentiable 
from the Banach space pair (Lf(A4, R”), LT-,(M, R”)) to L+‘-,(M, RQ); 
(ii) for t > 2(n/p + k), F is C”, and locally uniformly a-differentiable 
from the Banach space pair (L$‘(M, R”), LP(M, R”)) to LP(M, Rq). 
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Proof. (i) is a slightly rephrased version of [ 1, Theorem 5.261, and the 
proof of (i) is identical to the proof of the earlier version. 
To establish (ii), let (I.11 s denote the Q-norm function for s E R, and let 
r E (n/p, t/2 -k). Assume that B is a bounded set in L$‘(M, R”), so j,(B) is 
bounded in Q!(M, R*). This implies that there exists a constant c>O such 
that ll~2fCJk~(9)Il r < c for u E B. Then, for each u E B, UEL$‘(M, R”), it 
follows from the interpolation inequality that 
= IlSzf(.,j,u(~))(j,u(.),j,u(.))ll, 
fc Il4l2Cr+k, Il4o~c lbllr II4lw 
Thus Lemma 1 implies that F is locally uniformly a-differentiable from the 
pair (L:(M, R”), Lp(M, R”)) to Lp(M, Rq). 1 
Remark 2. Let f( =, *) be as in the above proposition, let t > n/p + k, 
and let F(.) be the induced map from LT(M, R”) to L$‘-,(M, Rq). Then, 
as implicitly observed in the proof of the proposition, each 
DF(u) = Sfo (Id, jku)E Lf_,(M, L(R*, Rq)) is a linear differential operator 
of order k. Furthermore, if E E (0, t - k-n/p), DF((u) has coefficients which 
are uniformly Holder continuous with Holder exponent a. Thus the first 
derivative can be regarded as a smoothly parametrized family of linear kth- 
order differential operators in C’(M) L(R*, Rq)) such that DF maps boun- 
ded subsets of L$‘(M, R”) to bounded subsets of C”(M, L(R”, Rq)). 
We conclude this section with some additional notation. Let I,, (Aj,,.,.,j,: 
1 <i<k, 1 <j, < *.. < ji < k} be the natural R”-valued projections on R”, 
defined so that I,, 0 jkz4 = u and Aj,,.,,,j, 0 u = &/(8x,, . . . ax,,). For p E Rfi, let 
p” = J,(p), and let pil,..-jl = Aj ,,,,., j,( p). 
If it4 is an arbitrary region in R” and t > 0, we let LT,,(M, R”) denote the 
Banach subspace of LT(M, R”) which consists of the closure of those C” 
functions from M to R” whose support is compact and contained in the 
interior of M. Recall the well-known result that L;,(R”, R”) = Lf(R”, R”). 
Similarly, for k E Nu {0}, we let CkTo(M, R”) denote the closed subspace of 
Ck(M, R”) consisting of those elements f such that Dif ) dM 3 0 for 0 6 i < k. 
Finally, for the Hilbert space p = 2, we employ the standard alternative 
notation H’(M, R”) and H&(M, R”) to denote the spaces Lf(M, Rm) and 
Lf,,(M, R”), respectively. 
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2. APPLICATIONS TO PARABOLIC AND HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 
Parabolic Systems 
Let k E 2N, let M be either a compact region in R” with smooth boun- 
dary or all of R”, letf:MxR”+C*Rm, and let p~(l,cc). If M=R”, 
assume in addition that f is an Yp map. 
DEFINITION 8. We will say that f(., .) is locally uniformly strongly 
elliptic if, for each bounded set B c R*, there exists a constant c = c(B) > 0 
such that 
for each (x, w) E R” x B, (5: ER”, u E R” (note that each partial derivative in 
this expression in an m x m matrix.) We will call any c which satisfies this 
inequality a modulus of strong ellipticity for f on B. If c satisfies the 
inequality for all w E R”, then we will simply say that c is a modulus of 
strong ellipticity forJ: 
Remark 3. Moduli of strong ellipticity always exist for strongly elliptic 
linear operators, a result which does not hold in the nonlinear case. 
However, if t > n/p + k, B is a bounded subset of R*, and f( ., * ) is as 
described in Definition 8, then there exists a constant c > 0 such that c is a 
common modulus of strong ellipticity for the family of strongly elliptic 
linear operators (Q-0 (Id, j, u): j, u E B}. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact region in R” with smooth boundary, 
~:MxR”+~~ R” a strongly elliptic operator of order k, t > 2(n/p + k), 
Y = LT(M, R”) n L&,&M, R”), X = Lp(M, R”), F( . ): Y + X the vector 
field induced by f (‘, . ). Then there exists at most one maximally defined 
integral curve for F( ’ ) for each initial value in Y. 
Proof: By Proposition 3(ii), F is a locally uniformly a-differentiable vec- 
tor field from Y to X. Let y: [O, T] + Y be an integral curve for F. Then, by 
Theorem 1, it suffices to show that DF(.) generates a weak evolution 
system on [0, T]. 
Let SE (n/p + k, t), let Z= Lf(M, R”), and let P= Lp,(M, R”)n 
L$,,,(M, R”). Since y( .) is continuous in Y and Lipschitz in X, the inter- 
polation inequality for norms between Sobolev spaces implies that y is 
Holder continuous in Z with Holder exponent E, where E = (t - s)/t. 
The map Sf 0 ( *, j,( . )) induces a smooth map A(. ) from Z to L( y, X). It 
follows from Remarks 2 and 3 and the theory of parabolic linear operators 
that A(w) is the generator of an analytic semigroup of linear operators on 
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X for each WE Z, and that for each bounded set B c Z there exist real 
constants M, w such that, for each DEB and complex number A 
with Re(A) > o, 1 is in the resolvent set of A(u) and 
IW-4w’II ,,,a4IA-wl-‘. 
Since A 0 y(. ) is Holder continuous with Holder exponent E, 
Proposition 2 implies that A(y( .)) generates an evolution system U( ., .) on 
[0, r]. Since each A(y(r)) is an extension of DF(y(r)), it folows that U( ., .) 
is also an evolution system for DF( . )). 1 
COROLLARY. Let E > 0, Y = C2“ +“(M, R”) A Ck/* ~ “‘(AI, R”), X = 
Ck(M, R”), and let F( . ) denote the vector field induced by f ( -, . ) from Y to 
X. Then there exists at most one maximally defined integral curve for F( . ) 
for each initial value in Y. 
Proof. Choose p large enough to imply that E > 2n/p, and let t = 2k + E. 
Let Y = L$‘(M, R”) n L$,2,o (M, R”), and 8= Lp(M, R”). Then Yc y, 
Xc 1, and it follows immediately that any integral curve in 
C’([O, T], Y)n C’([O, T], X) is also an integral curve in 
C”( [0, T], P) n C’( [0, T], 8). The corollary thus follows from the 
theorem. 1 
It is natural to ask whether E can be allowed to equal zero in the above 
corollary. By working in the space of continuous functions and using the 
Kato-Tanabe theory of evolution systems for time-dependent families of 
linear analytic semigroup generators with nonconstant domain [6], it is 
possible to prove the corollary with E = 0. We sketch the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Let A4 be a compact region in R” with smooth boundary, 
f: Mx R” --sc” R” a strongly elliptic operator of order k, 
Y = C2k(M, R”) n Ck12- “‘(M, R”), X= C”(M, R”), and F( *): Y + X the 
vector field induced by f (., . ). Then there exists at most one maximally 
defined integral curve for F( . ) for each initial value in Y. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3(ii) adapts straightforwardly to the 
case of d function spaces to show that F( * ): Y + X is locally uniformly tl- 
differentiable. So let y(. ): [0, T] + Y be an integral curve for F. It suffices 
to show that DF(y( e)) generates a weak evolution system on [0, T]. 
To see this, first note that, since the vector field F( *) is induced by a kth- 
order differential operator and y is a continuous curve in C2k(M, R”), y is a 
C’ curve in Ck(M, R”). Now, for each te [0, T], define the kth-order 
linear differential operator t,b(t)e C”(M, L(R*, R”)) on M by 
$(t)=c5fo(Id,j,y(t)). Clearly $(*): [0, T]+C?(M,L(R’r’, R”)) is a C’ 
curve. It follows from [8, Theorems 2, 33 that each t,h(t) induces the 
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generator A(t) of an analytic semigroup in X whose domain contains Y, 
and furthermore that there exists a real constant w such that - (A(. ) - o) 
satisfies conditions El, E2, E3 of [6]. Since -(A(.) - o) satisfies con- 
ditions El-E3 of [6], it follows from [6, Sect. 31 that {A(*)} generates a 
weak evolution system. But since each A(t) is clearly an extension of 
DF(y(t)), this weak evolution system is also a weak evolution system for 
wM9H. I 
Remark 4. The proof of the above theorem depends critically upon the 
results of H. B. Stewart [S] on the generation of analytic semigroups in the 
space of continuous functions by strongly elliptic operators. Stewart stated 
his results for the case of complex-valued strongly elliptic operators, but his 
proofs carry through for the case of strongly elliptic systems. 
The proof of Theorem 2 and its corollary can be carried directly over to 
the case of strongly elliptic operators on unbounded domains (and ditto for 
the proof of Theorem 3). In particular, in the case of an analogue of 
Theorem 2 for the case M= R”, it is possible to let X= Lf(R”, R”) for 
appropriately chosen s > 0, use Proposition 3(i) in place of 
Proposition 3(ii), and conclude the uniqueness of integral curves for 
slightly lower values of t than for the case of compact A4 (in the no-boun- 
dary case, it is easy to demonstrate the existence of the linear evolution 
system required by the uniqueness theorem in Lf(R”, R”) for appropriate 
s > 0). However, that this improvement is minor is shown by the fact that 
this result does not allow us to obtain an improvement in the corollary. 
Thus we will not bother to develop this case for parabolic systems, 
although we will use this approach in our application to hyperbolic 
systems. 
Second-Order Wave Equations 
Let f:R”xR*+RR” be a map of type 9, where fi = m(2 + 2n + 
n(n + 1)/2), and consider the equation 
g (6 x) =f( $ 2 4 44 x)3 (6 x), (4 x) ,..., 
1 
~kX),&(I,X) ,..., - ,x 
axi;x 2 (t 1 1 2ff- (t, a~~~(~ ) 9 
- ) x )...) 1 ax, ax, x)) 
1 
in R”+“, where x = (x ,,..., X,)E R”, u(t, X)E R”. We transform this 
equation into an equivalent first-order system in the usual way by writing it 
as follows: 
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g tt, x) = et, xl, 
; tt, x) =f (x, 44 xl, $2, x), -g (4 x) ,..., $ (I, x), 
n 
g (4 x) ,**., -g (t, xl, 
ax1 ax tt 
” 
a5 
, x ) ,..., 1 1 & (6 4). 
Let &,, vO, {Ai, vi, Aij: 16 i< j< n) be the R”-valued projections on Rfi, 
defined so that &o(j,U,jlu)=U, v,o(jzu,jlu)=u, IZiO(jZU,jlu)=a@x,, 
vi0 (j2u, j,u) = iTu/ih,, liJo (j,u, jlu)=a2u/axi&xj. If YE R”, let pi= Ai( 
qi = v,(y), piJ = A,(y). We assume that f( ., . ) is locally uniformly strongly 
elliptic, i.e., for each bounded set Bc R*‘, there exists a constant 
c = c(B) > 0 such that 
for each (x, y) E R” x B, 5 E R”, u E R”. In addition, we assume that the 
m x m matrices aJ(x, y)/apiJ and af(x, y)/aq’ are symmetric for each 
(x, y) E R” x Rfi. 
THEOREM 4. Let t > n/2 + 4, Y = H’(R”, R”) x H’- l(R”, R”), X = 
H’-l(R”, Rm)x H’-*(R”, R”). Let G(.): Y+ Hrp2(R”, R”) be the map 
induced by f( . , . ), and let F( * ): Y + X be the Vector field defined by 
F(u, u) = (u, G(u, u)). Then there exists at most one maximally defined 
integral curve for F( . ) for each initial value in Y. 
Proof. The proof of a-differentiability for F( + ) is essentially the same as 
the proof of Proposition 3(i). Specifically, [ 1, Lemma 5.251 implies that, 
for each bounded subset B c Y, there exists a constant k = k(B) such that 
lI~2~~~~~~~~~~~ll1-2~~~Il~ll~+ll~llr-~~~ll~ll1-~+ 14L2) (for this part of 
the proof, we need only assume that t - 3 > n/2). It follows from Lemma 1 
that F( . ) is locally uniformly a-differentiable. 
So let y(. ): [0, ZJ + Y be an integral curve for F( -). It suffices to show 
that {MY(~)) g enerates a weak evolution system on [0, T]. By 
Proposition 1, this reduces to showing that {DF(y(-))} is X-stable on 
CO, Tl. 
The map Sf induces a C” map from Hfe3(R”, R”) to 
HfM3(L(R”, R”)) c C’(L(R*, R”)), which implies that Sfo (j2, j,) induces 
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a C” map from X= HI-l(R”, R”) x H*-2(R”, R”) to Ci(L(R”, R”)). For 
each (u, u) E A’, define 
= aO(u, u) w + bO(u,‘u) z + a’(u, u) 2 
I 
ah 
+ b’(u, u)&fa’J(u, u)-----, 
I ax, axj 
i<j. It follows that each uiJ induces a C” map from X to C’(L(R”, R”)). 
Let 2 = H*(R”, R”) x H’(R”, R”), Z = H’(R”, R”) x p(R”, R”). For 
each (u, u) EX, let A(u, u)~L(p, Z) be defined by A(u, u)(w, z) = 
(z, (6fo(j2u,jlu))(j2w,j,z)). Note that, for each (u, U)E Y, A(u, u)ly= 
DF(u, u). Let (., .). denote the standard inner product on p(R”, R”). For 
each (u, u) E X, define the norm N(u, u) on Z by 
II (WY Z)ll&,,“) = c (~.“(.A ~,~)o+do(w,y),+(z,z)o, 
i<j I 
where do > 0 is chosen sufficiently large to guarantee that N(u, u) is a norm 
[4, Lemma 3.2ff]. From [4, Lemma 3.53, it follows that there exists fi > 0 
such that A(u, u) generates a semigroup of type (1, fl) on ZN(u,vj. Further- 
more, it follows from [4, Lemmas 3.2, 3.61 that do and fl can be chosen 
locally uniformly on neighborhoods in X. 
Define an isomorphism S: X= Z by 
s= (1 -#--2)‘2 
[ 
0 
0 (1 4)(r-W* 1 
where A is the Laplacian. Note that S induces an isomorphism between Y 
and 2. It follows from [4, Lemma 3.71 that, for each (u, U)E Y, 
S(DF(u, u)) S-’ = A(u, u) + B(u, u), where B: Y + L(Z, Z) is continuous. 
By Lemma 5, A( .) + B(. ): YX-+ L(z, Z) is metrically Z-stable on suf- 
ficiently small neighborhoods in Y, where YX denotes the linear space Y 
with the metric which Y inherits as a subset of X. By Lemma 3, DF( a) = 
S-‘(A(.)+B(*))S: Y, + L( Y, X) is metrically X-stable on sufficiently 
small neighborhoods in Y. Thus Lemma 2 implies that (DF(y( *))} is X- 
stable on [O, T]. 1 
Existence as well as uniqueness was established in [3] for solutions to 
the wave equation in Theorem 4, in what is the only treatment of existence 
for a nonlinear wave equation of this generality I am aware of at this time. 
However, it was necessary to assume in [3] that t > n/2 + 6, rather than 
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t > n/2 + 4 as assumed in Theorem 4. Also, as mentioned in the introduc- 
tion, the techniques in [3] do not appear applicable to mixed problems. 
In the case of a wave equation on a compact region M in R” with 
smooth boundary, it is necessary to impose boundary conditions on the 
functions in Y and X. In addition, it is necessary to modify the proof of 
Theorem 4 to accommodate the assumption that X= 2 (this actually sim- 
plifies the proof). Specifically, for each s 2 1, let qO,(M, R”) denote 
H”(M, R”) n Hh(M, R”). Define Y = HiO,(M, R”) x H&‘(M, R”), where t 
is to be determined, X= HA(M, R”) x H”(M, R”), and let F( .) be as in 
Theorem 4. Then, for t > n + 3, a slight modification of Proposition 3(ii) 
shows that F(. ) is locally uniformly a-differentiable. To show that 
(DF(y(. ))} is X-stable for y(. ) an integral curve, it is sufficient to assume 
t > n/2 + 4 as in Theorem 4 (that part of the proof carries over to this case). 
Letting t > max(n + 3, n/2 + 4), we conclude that there exists at most one 
integral curve for F( * ) for each initial value in Y. Note that, for n B 2, 
max(n + 3, n/2 + 4) = n + 3, so the hypothesis on t could be improved by 
improving the criterion for a-differentiability in Proposition 3(ii). 
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